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‘No booster, no ride’ eyed
MANILA, Philippines — With the slow uptake of vaccines and boosters and fresh COVID
spikes reported in several countries, Health Secretary Francisco Duque III is hoping that
Congress can find the “political will” to pass legislation that will make vaccination
mandatory.

At the same time, Duque floated the idea of requiring booster shots to take public
transportation or enter certain establishments, similar to the “no vax, no ride” policy last

year.

Duque made the suggestions at the Laging Handa briefing with President Duterte aired last night, during which it was
reported that the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao had the lowest vaccination rate in the country at 25
percent or fewer than a million of the eligible population.

Pandemic response officials expressed concern about this amid mass gatherings during the observance of the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan.

Because of low vaccine uptake, the country is donating COVID-19 vaccines to Papua New Guinea apart from Myanmar, the
Department of Health (DOH) said yesterday.

At a press briefing, DOH Undersecretary Maria Rosario Vergeire noted they are finalizing the arrangements with Papua New
Guinea and Myanmar.

“It’s part of our plan to help other countries…Not all of our excess vaccines will be donated. We are only donating what they
need and also based on our capacity to help,” she added.

She underscored that they are still studying which vaccine brand and how many doses will be donated by the Philippines.

Earlier, DOH Secretary Francisco Duque III said the Philippines is donating to Myanmar some 5.03 million doses of Sputnik V
Component 1 and Component 2 vaccines, which have an extended shelf life of July 2022.

He added that the Department of Foreign Affairs is seeking clearance from the Office of the President to “circulate” the
vaccines.
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PITTSBURGH: Shots fired at a house
party in Pittsburgh early Sunday killed
two 17-year-olds and wounded at least
eight other people, police said.
Hundreds of people — the "vast
majority" of them minors — had
gathered at a short-term rental property
when some kind of altercation occurred
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MANILA, Philippines — One may agree
that David Ilustre is probably the “most
hated” character on the small screen
these days. But learn to fall in love with
Marco, Zanjoe Marudo’s newest,
likeable dramatis persona in the heart-
wrenching film 366, which has recently
premiered worldwide on Vivamax. In

China donates $200,000
to Agaton relief
operations
China donated $200,000, or around
P10.2 million, to the Philippines in
support of the country’s Tropical Storm
Agaton relief operations, Ambassador
Huang Xilian announced Monday. “Our
hearts go out to all the Filipino families
who were devastated by TropicalSstorm
Agaton,” said Xilian on Facebook.
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be shipped nationwide. Marcos, who
chairs the Senate committee on
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MANILA, Philippines — Local vehicle
assemblers achieved their highest
monthly sales since the pandemic, rising
by 43 percent in March, as Metro Manila
and several areas moved to the most
lenient alert level status. A joint report
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Over P1.2 million in
marijuana seized, suspect
nabbed in Kalinga…
Joint operatives of the Philippine
National Police (PNP) and Philippine
Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA)
arrested a drug suspect and seized over
P1.2 million in marijuana during a
weekend buy-bust operation in Tabuk
City, Kalinga. Police Regional Office
Cordillera Director Police Brigadier
General Ronald Oliver Lee said Jeboy
Amangan a 22-year-old student was
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Roque to critics: Respect
freedom of expression
MANILA, Philippines — UniTeam
senatorial candidate Harry Roque said
critics are barking up the wrong tree for
attributing the “sins of the father” to
presidential candidate Ferdinand
‘Bongbong’ Marcos, Jr., who has been
leading in election surveys. Roque also
appealed to the University of the
Philippines (UP) academic community to
respect all forms of expression,
including what it deems as unpopular
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MANILA, Philippines — The Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) has
sought the help of technology giant
Google in weeding out illegal and
abusive lending practices in the
Philippines. Google agreed to tighten
the requirements in the Philippines for
developers of personal loan apps
starting May 11, making it the third
country to face stricter rules for lending
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wants NAIA renamed MIA
CEBU CITY — Duterte Youth party-list
Representative Ducielle Marie Cardema
proposed a measure which seeks the
renaming of the Ninoy Aquino
International Airport. In filing House Bill
10833, Cardema wants NAIA renamed
Manila International Airport (MIA),
claiming that the current name of the
airport was politicized. “The name of our
international gateway should have not
been politicized in the first place. It was
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OFW remittances hit 3-
month low in February
MANILA, Philippines — Remittances
from overseas Filipino workers rose by
only one percent to hit their lowest level
in three months, according to the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP). The
central bank said personal remittances
increased by 1.2 percent to hit a three-
month low of $2.79 billion in February
from $ 2.76 billion in the same month
last year. This was the lowest level for
monthly personal remittances since the
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WHO Philippines echoes
possible COVID-19 surge
by mid-May if health…
The World Health Organization (WHO)
on Monday backed the Department of
Health's (DOH) warning that the country
may experience another surge in
COVID-19 infections by mid-May if the
minimum public health standards
(MPHS) are ignored. Asked during the
Laging Handa briefing if he believes the
Philippines would see another increase
of COVID-19 cases next month if the
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Zarate urges Senate to
fast-track bill creating
permanent evacuation…
A lawmaker on Monday called on the
Senate to hasten its version of a
measure seeking the establishment of
permanent evacuation centers following
the onslaught of Tropical Depression
Agaton in the Visayas region. “A secure
and safer evacuation place has long
been the desire of our people living in
disaster-prone areas and it behooves on
congress to finally heed this oft-
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Search, rescue ops
continue for Agaton
victims; death toll still at…
The search and rescue operations will
continue as the number of reported
fatalities and missing persons due to
Tropical Depression Agaton remained at
172 and 110, respectively, the National
Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Council (NDRRMC) said
on Monday. Interviewed on Dobol B TV,
NDRRMC spokesperson Mark Timbal
said authorities are hoping that they will
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First civilian deaths in Lviv
shatter sense of safety

 BBC News

South Africa
troops to he
relief efforts

 Al Jazeera

U.S. set to start training
Ukrainians on Howitzers
in coming days- official

 Reuters

J&J's Janssen settles with
WVa for $99M in opioid
lawsuit

 Associated Press

Emirates will fly to Russia
unless owner stops it

 BBC News

US, South Ko
North to ret
after missile

 Al Jazeera

'I will win': Greitens
undeterred in Missouri
Senate race
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Eric Greitens stepped
aside as Missouri's governor in 2018
amid a scandal involving accusations of
blackmail, bondage and sexual assault.
As he attempts a political comeback this
year with a U.S. Senate bid, his ex-wife
has said Greitens physically abused her
and one of their children. It once took
far less to end a political career. But at a
recent meeting of the St Charles County

 Associated Press

Funerals hel
men killed in

 BBC News

Mexico’s president slams
opposition for voting
down power bill

 Al Jazeera

Bidens kick off first Easter
Egg Roll in two years

 Reuters

German bos
jointly oppo
Russian gas

 Associated Press

Libya’s NOC says output
halted at major ports and
fields

 Al Jazeera

Police speak to Scottish leader Sturgeon over
mask slip-up

 Associated Press

U.S. Treasury to focus on cracking down on
Russian sanctions evaders - official

 Reuters
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Justices reject states'
appeal over cap on tax
deductibility
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court on Monday rejected a challenge
from New York, New Jersey, Connecticut

d M l d t th 2017 t l th t

 Associated Press

Italy PM Dra
Africa trip af
COVID test

 Al Jazeera

Putin says Western
countries have hurt their
own economies with…
(Reuters) - Russian President Vladimir
Putin said on Monday that Western
countries had scored an own goal by
imposing sanctions against Russia over
Ukraine which he said had led to a
"deterioration of the economy in the
West". Speaking on the state of Russia's
domestic economy, Putin said that
inflation was stabilising and that retail
demand in t

 Reuters

Gulf Coast, Mississippi
River cities eager for
flood funding
ST. LOUIS (AP) — When Hurricane Ida
hit last summer, a storm surge
overwhelmed a levee and gushed into
Ted Falgout’s coastal Louisiana home,
destroying his furniture and the beloved
framed photos of his twin sons kissing
him on their first day of school, then
again when they graduated high school.
“That water was probably 60% mud,”
said Falgout who’s hoping relief is on

 Associated Press

Fighting rag
despite UN t

 Al Jazeera

Worsening electricity cuts
hit western Venezuelan
state
By Manaure Quintero and Anggy
Polanco SAN CRISTOBAL, Venezuela
(Reuters) - Electricity cuts are worsening
in the Venezuelan border state of
Tachira, residents said, complicating
daily life and hitting attempts to revive
the economy amid loosened currency
controls. The South American country's
public utility infrastructure has been
deteriorating f

 Reuters

Rain dampe
White House
Roll since 20

 Associated Press

Russia airs video of
captured ‘Britons’ asking
for prisoner swap

 Al Jazeera

Burkina Faso mines
chamber promises extra
security

 Reuters

Mariupol still contested, U.S. official says

 Reuters
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